
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT FOR 
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 
GENERAL JURISDICTION DIVISION 
 
CASE NO.: 2016-031886-CA-01 

FLORIDA RETAIL FEDERATION, INC., et al., 
  
 Plaintiffs,  
 
 v. 
 
THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA, 
 
 Defendant.   
       / 
 
 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT  
CITY OF MIAMI BEACH’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Both the Florida Constitution and the federal Fair Labor Standards Act guarantee 

employees a minimum wage for their work. Those established wage protections are not at issue 

in this case. Rather, the issue here is whether Defendant City of Miami Beach has the authority 

to impose its own minimum wage exceeding the federal and state minimum wages. Miami Beach 

does not dispute that its minimum wage conflicts with a state statute, section 218.077, Florida 

Statutes, which preempts local minimum wages. Thus, whether Miami Beach may enforce its 

minimum wage depends on whether Legislature may preempt local minimum wages.  

It is well established that under article VIII, sections 1(f), 1(g), and 2(b) of the Florida 

Constitution the Legislature may limit local governments’ powers, and indeed, courts frequently 

invalidate local laws that conflict with state law. Miami Beach does not dispute that the 

Legislature has this authority as a general matter. Instead, it contends that article X, section 24 of 
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the Florida Constitution (the “Amendment”),1 which establishes an inflation-adjusted statewide 

minimum wage, removes the Legislature’s authority to preempt higher local minimum wages.  

As Miami Beach notes, the Amendment was adopted on the heels of the Legislature’s 

decision not to adopt a statutory statewide minimum wage and to preempt local minimum wages 

in 2003. Had proponents intended to remove the preemptive effect of this law, § 218.077, Fla. 

Stat., as Miami Beach claims, they could have put a statement in the Amendment removing the 

Legislature’s article VIII authority to preempt. Instead, the only text in the Amendment 

addressing preemption of higher minimum wages merely states that “[t]his amendment . . . shall 

not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of the state legislature or any other 

public body to adopt or enforce any other law . . . that provides for higher or supplemental 

wages.” Instead of telling voters that the Amendment would remove legislative preemption in the 

ballot summary, the proponents said only that the Amendment “creates a Florida minimum wage 

covering all employees in the state covered by the federal minimum wage.” And instead of 

telling the Supreme Court that the Amendment removed the Legislature’s authority to preempt 

local minimum wages under article VIII, sections 1(f), 1(g), and 2(b) of the Florida Constitution, 

they said that the “amendment has no effect on any provision in the current Florida 

Constitution.” At every turn, when proponents could have suggested the Amendment was 

intended to reverse the Legislature’s decision to preempt local minimum wages, they chose not 

to.  

                                           
1 For the Court’s convenience, the Amendment is reproduced as Exhibit A. 
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Because the Amendment does not remove the Legislature’s article VIII preemption 

authority, section 218.077, Florida Statutes, validly preempts Miami Beach’s minimum wage. 

The City’s motion for summary judgment should be denied. 

BACKGROUND 

A. 2003:  The Legislature Preempts Local Minimum Wages 

Section 218.077(2), Florida Statutes, prohibits political subdivisions, such as Miami 

Beach, from passing local minimum wages that exceed the state or federal minimum wage. It 

provides:  

Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3), a political 
subdivision may not establish, mandate, or otherwise require an 
employer to pay a minimum wage, other than a state or federal 
minimum wage, to apply a state or federal minimum wage to 
wages exempt from a state or federal minimum wage, or to provide 
employment benefits not otherwise required by state or federal 
law. 

§ 218.077(2), Fla. Stat. Subsection (3) permits political subdivisions to regulate wages paid to 

three classes not relevant here: a political subdivision’s own employees; employees of the 

political subdivision’s contractors or subcontractors; and employees of employers receiving a 

direct tax abatement or subsidy from the political subdivision. Id. § 218.077(3)(a). It also 

provides an exception for local domestic violence and sexual abuse ordinances, orders, rules and 

policies. Id. § 218.077(3)(b).  

 The Legislature first passed section 218.077 in 2003, Ch. 2003-87, Laws of Fla. (attached 

as Ex. B), when Florida had no state law concerning minimum wages. By that time, three 

counties and Miami Beach had begun to pass ordinances to guarantee their own employees and 

contractors’ employees’ wages and benefits that exceeded federal requirements. Fla. S. Comm. 

on Comp. Plan., CS for SB 54, Staff Analysis 3 (Apr. 9, 2003) (attached as Ex. C). The 
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Legislature did not seek to interfere with these local living wage initiatives. It did, however, 

determine that the “federal minimum wage provisions strike the necessary balance between the 

interests of workers and their employers” for all other employees in the State. Ch. 2003-87, Laws 

of Fla. (Ex. B, at 1). In addition, the Legislature determined that it would be inappropriate for 

individual local governments to set minimum wages for employees within their jurisdictions. 

The Legislature concluded that that local minimum wages would create “artificial constraints 

[that] would disrupt Florida’s economy and threaten the public welfare” by “encourag[ing] 

residents to conduct their business in jurisdictions where wage costs, and hence prices, are 

lower.” Id. Thus, “allowing each local government to establish minimum wage levels in their 

individual jurisdictions . . . would threaten to drive businesses out of these communities and out 

of the state in search of a more favorable and uniform business environment.” Id. Legislation 

was appropriate because “promoting the economic growth and prosperity of its citizens is among 

the most important responsibilities of the state,” a goal that “depends upon maintaining a stable 

business climate that will attract new employers to the state and allow existing employers to 

grow.” For those reasons, the Legislature made two related policy decisions in enacting section 

218.077: (1) not to adopt a minimum wage for Florida that exceeded the federal minimum wage, 

and (2) to prohibit local governments from passing their own minimum wages exceeding the 

federal minimum wage. In relevant part, Chapter 2003-87 provided that “a political subdivision 

may not establish, mandate, or otherwise require an employer to pay a minimum wage, other 

than a federal minimum wage, or to apply a federal minimum wage to wages exempt from a 

federal minimum wage.” Id. § 1 (Ex. B, at 2). 
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B. 2004-2013: Florida Voters Pass a State Minimum Wage; the Legislature Passes 
Implementing Legislation and Retains Local Minimum Wage Preemption. 

 Two months after the Governor signed Chapter 2003-87, Laws of Florida, Floridians 

began collecting signatures for a constitutional amendment to create a statewide minimum wage. 

Ch. 2003-87, Laws of Fla. (Ex. B, at 2); MSJ at 7. More than 5 million voters approved the 

Amendment in November 2004. Fla. Dep’t of State, Florida Minimum Wage Amendment, 

http://dos.elections.myflorida.com/initiatives/initdetail.asp?account=37732&seqnum=1 (attached 

as Ex. D). Florida voters approved the Amendment based on the following summary:  

This amendment creates a Florida minimum wage covering all 
employees in the state covered by the federal minimum wage. The 
state minimum wage will start as $6.15 per hour six months after 
enactment, and thereafter be indexed to inflation each year. It 
provides for enforcement, including double damages for unpaid 
wages, attorney’s fees, and fines by the state. It forbids retaliation 
against employees for exercising this right. 

In re Advisory Op. to Att’y Gen. re Fla. Minimum Wage Amendment, 880 So. 2d 636, 637 (Fla. 

2004).2 Consistent with the summary, subsection (a) articulates the policy—that “[a]ll working 

Floridians are entitled to be paid a minimum wage”—and subsection (c) defines what that 

minimum wage is and how it will be adjusted for inflation. Art. X, § 24, Fla. Const. Subsection 

(d) prohibits retaliation, and subsection (e) provides for enforcement, including the damages set 

out in the summary. Id. 

                                           
2 Because proposed amendments are oftentimes detailed and lengthy, only the summary 

appears on voters’ ballots; “[t]he actual text of the amendment does not appear.” Armstrong v. 
Harris, 773 So. 2d 7, 12-13 (Fla. 2000) (citing § 101.161(1), Fla. Stat.). As Miami Beach 
suggests (at 7), Florida law then required the text to be “conspicuously posted” at the polling 
place, § 101.171, Fla. Stat. (2004), but not on the ballot. 

http://dos.elections.myflorida.com/initiatives/initdetail.asp?account=37732&seqnum=1
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Miami Beach does not contend that any of these provisions entitles it to disregard section 

218.077. Rather, it is subsection (f) that Miami Beach argues prohibits the Legislature from 

preempting its minimum wage. That subsection provides:  

(f) Additional legislation, implementation, and construction. 
Implementing legislation is not required in order to enforce this 
amendment. The state legislature may by statute establish 
additional remedies or fines for violations of this amendment, raise 
the applicable Minimum Wage rate, reduce the tip credit, or extend 
coverage of the Minimum Wage to employers or employees not 
covered by this amendment. The state legislature may by statute or 
the state Agency for Workforce Innovation may by regulation 
adopt any measures appropriate for the implementation of this 
amendment. This amendment provides for payment of a minimum 
wage and shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the 
authority of the state legislature or any other public body to adopt 
or enforce any other law, regulation, requirement, policy or 
standard that provides for payment of higher or supplemental 
wages or benefits, or that extends such protections to employers or 
employees not covered by this amendment. It is intended that case 
law, administrative interpretations, and other guiding standards 
developed under the federal FLSA shall guide the construction of 
this amendment and any implementing statutes or regulations. 

 
Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const.  

 Although the Amendment did not require implementing legislation, it explicitly 

contemplated that the Legislature might “adopt . . . measures appropriate for the implementation 

of this amendment.” Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const.3 Accordingly, the Legislature passed the Florida 

Minimum Wage Act. See Ch. 2005-353, Laws of Fla. (codified at §§ 95.11, 448.110, Fla. Stat). 

That law codifies the Amendment and supplements its provisions, providing, for example, which 

consumer price index would be the basis for calculating increases to the wage, a 15-day pre-suit 

                                           
3 In light of the Amendment’s explicit contemplation that implementing legislation would 

be passed, it is unclear why the City appears to criticize the Legislature for enacting section 
448.110 “despite [the Amendment’s] provision that no implementing legislation was necessary.” 
See MSJ at 2. 
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period for employers to settle minimum wage claims, and a requirement that the relevant state 

agencies post the current state minimum wage on their websites. § 448.110(4)(a), (4)(b) & (6), 

Fla. Stat. Consistent with the absence of any language in the Amendment prohibiting the 

Legislature from preempting local minimum wages, the Legislature did not repeal section 

218.077, Florida Statutes. See Ch. 2005-353, Laws of Fla.  

In 2013, an amendment to section 218.077 added the state minimum wage to the federal 

minimum wage as a wage that a “political subdivision,” such as Miami Beach, could “require an 

employer to pay.” Ch. 2013-200, § 1, Laws of Fla. (amending § 218.077(2), Fla. Stat.). At the 

same time, the Legislature continued otherwise to prohibit local minimum wages and also 

prohibited political subdivisions from requiring benefits to be paid to employees. Id.  

C. 2016: Miami Beach Becomes the First Florida Municipality To Require a 
Minimum Wage, Contrary to Section 218.077, Florida Statutes.  

 For thirteen years after the Legislature preempted local minimum wages, every Florida 

county and municipality abided by section 218.077’s ban on local minimum wages. On June 8, 

2016, however, Miami Beach passed a local minimum wage. See Miami Beach Ord. No. 2016-

4020 (“Ordinance”) (codified at §§ 18-0920 et seq., 102-371, Miami Beach Code) (attached as 

Ex. E). The Ordinance requires employers subject to the City’s business tax to pay a minimum 

wage of at least $10.31 per hour by January 1, 2018, ascending one dollar per year through 2021 

to $13.31 per hour, with provision for the City Commission to raise the wage further pursuant to 

resolution. § 18-921, Miami Beach Code. It prohibits retaliation, provides a private right of 

action, and authorizes the city manager to deny licenses and permits to businesses that fail to pay 

the Ordinance’s minimum wage. Id. §§ 18-922, 18-923, 18-926. As Miami Beach explains, the 

City Commission concluded that, as a policy matter, a higher minimum wage was warranted 
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because of Miami Beach’s high cost of living and its conclusion that increasing the minimum 

wage would have limited negative effects on the local economy. See MSJ at 9-12. 

 The City Commission knew that section 218.077 prohibited the Ordinance, but 

determined, on advice of the City Attorney, that the Florida Constitution nonetheless gave it the 

authority to enact a minimum wage. In a June 6, 2016 memorandum, the City Attorney opined 

that the Amendment “reserved the authority of local governments to establish higher minimum 

wages than that set by federal or state law. Thus, Florida’s statutory preemption of a local 

minimum wage . . . is unconstitutional because it violates that Amendment by taking power 

reserved to the municipalities and preempts it to the state.” MSJ Ex. F, at 9. The City Attorney’s 

analysis was based on language in subsection (f) of the Amendment providing that “[t]his 

amendment . . . shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of the state 

legislature or any other public body to adopt or enforce any other law . . .  that provides for 

payment of higher or supplemental wages,” art. X., § 24(f), Fla. Const. However, the City 

Attorney did not explain why text limiting the preclusive effect of the Amendment should be 

understood to prohibit the Legislature from preempting local wage regulation. See MSJ Ex. F, at 

9. One speaker addressing members of the City Commission, who said she was a staff attorney 

from the National Employment Law Project and was “very excited to be here to support” the 

proposed ordinance, claimed that a colleague of hers had been the “lead drafter” of the 

Amendment, and he had “intended as part of that constitutional amendment to give cities like the 

City of Miami Beach the right to enact local minimum wage that exceeds the state minimum 

wage.” MSJ Ex. E, at 6:11-16, 6:21-24. The Ordinance does not reference that testimony, but its 

recitals quote the portion of subsection (f) on which the City Attorney relied. See Ex. E, at 1.  

This lawsuit followed. 
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LEGAL STANDARD 

 Summary judgment is appropriate when “the pleadings and summary judgment evidence 

on file show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Rule 1.510(c), Fla. R. Civ. P. The constitutionality of a 

state statute is a “pure question of law.” Fla. Dep’t of Revenue v. Am. Bus. USA Corp., 191 So. 

3d 906, 911 (Fla. 2016). 

ARGUMENT 

I. Under Established Principles of Florida Constitutional Law, the Legislature May 
Enact Any Policy Not Clearly Prohibited by the Constitution. 
 
A party challenging a statute’s constitutionality faces a formidable burden. Because the 

Legislature “may exercise any lawmaking power that is not forbidden,” courts are “without 

authority” to invalidate a statute that is not “clearly contrary to some express or necessarily 

implied prohibition found in the Constitution.” Abdool v. Bondi, 141 So. 3d 529, 541 (Fla. 2014). 

All statutes are presumed constitutional, and “all reasonable doubts about the statute’s validity 

must be resolved in favor of constitutionality.” Am. Bus. USA, 191 So. 3d at 911.  

Importantly, the Florida Supreme Court has repeatedly made clear that a statute’s 

constitutionality has nothing to do with whether the Court or the parties believe the statute is 

wise or good policy. See Scott v. Williams, 107 So. 3d 379, 385 (Fla. 2013) (rejecting 

constitutional challenge and noting that “our ruling today expresses no view as to the wisdom, 

policy, or motives behind the challenged statutory provisions” changing state pension rules); 

S. Alliance for Clean Energy v. Graham, 113 So. 3d 742, 745 (Fla. 2013) (“[W]e stress that it is 

not this Court’s function to substitute its judgment for that of the Legislature as to the wisdom or 

policy of a particular statute.”). Nor may a statute be struck down simply because it “is opposed 
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to a spirit that is supposed to pervade the constitution.” Scott, 107 So. 3d at 385 (quotation marks 

omitted). When no constitutional prohibition dictates otherwise, the Legislature’s “discretion” is 

the “sole brake” on legislation. Id. at 384 (quotation marks omitted). 

In this case, Miami Beach concluded that local conditions justify a higher minimum 

wage. The Legislature, however, has concluded that allowing higher local minimum wages 

“would disrupt Florida’s economy and threaten the public welfare,” Ch. 2003-87, Laws of Fla. 

(Ex. B, at 1), and prohibited local governments from requiring any minimum wage other than the 

federal or state ones. Whether the Legislature’s policy must yield to Miami Beach’s depends 

solely on whether Miami Beach can identify a constitutional provision that clearly and beyond a 

reasonable doubt prohibits the Legislature from preempting its minimum wage.  

II. The Legislature’s Power to Preempt Local Law Is Well-Recognized and Frequently 
Exercised. 

Although Florida municipalities are “given broad authority to enact ordinances under 

[their] municipal home rule powers,” the Florida Supreme Court has made clear that “municipal 

ordinances must yield to state statutes.” Masone v. City of Aventura, 147 So. 3d 492, 494-95 

(Fla. 2014) (invaliding red light camera ordinance as expressly preempted). Article VIII, section 

2(b) of the Florida Constitution “specifically recognizes” that municipalities “‘may exercise any 

power for municipal purposes except as otherwise provided by law.’” Id. at 495 (quoting Art. 

VIII, § 2(b), Fla. Const.). “The critical phrase of article VIII, section 2(b)—‘except as otherwise 

provided by law’—establishes the constitutional superiority of the Legislature’s power over 

municipal power.” Id. (quoting City of Palm Bay v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 114 So. 3d 924, 928 
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(Fla. 2013)).4 Article VIII, sections 1(f) and 1(g) of the Florida Constitution similarly permit the 

Legislature to preempt county laws. Fla. Power Corp. v. Seminole Cty., 579 So. 2d 105, 107 

(Fla. 1991).  

The kind of preemption relevant here is “express preemption,” which is a “statutory 

provision stating that a particular subject is preempted by state law or that local ordinances on a 

particular subject are precluded.” Masone, 147 So. 3d at 495. Express preemption is common, 

with prohibitions on local regulations ranging from solar panel locations, to trimming or altering 

mangroves, to motor vehicle warranties, to what movies and content minors may view. 

§§ 163.04(1), 403.9324, 681.116, 847.09, Fla. Stat.5  Courts regularly invalidate local ordinances 

preempted by state law. Masone, 147 So. 3d at 496-97 (red-light-camera ordinance preempted); 

Palm Bay, 114 So. 3d at 928-29 (lien priority preempted); Fla. Power Corp., 579 So. 2d at 107 

(requirement to bury power lines preempted); City of Miami Beach v. Amoco Oil Co., 510 So. 2d 

609, 609 (Fla. 3d DCA 1987) (invalidating Miami Beach ordinance preempted by state law). 

Miami Beach does not dispute the well-recognized and oft exercised legislative authority 

to preempt local regulation. Instead, it insists that the Amendment prohibits preemption of local 

minimum wage ordinances. As explained below, the Amendment does nothing of the sort. 

                                           
4 The Florida Statutes codify both municipalities’ home rule authority and the 

Legislature’s power to preempt. See Barragan v. City of Miami, 545 So. 2d 252, 254 (Fla. 1989) 
(“Section 166.021(3)(c), Florida Statutes (1987), which is part of the municipal home rule 
powers act, limits cities from legislating on any subject expressly preempted to state government 
by general law.”). 

 
5 See also id. § 97.0115 (elections); id. § 316.002 (traffic safety); id. § 386.209 

(smoking); id. § 403.510 (power plant siting); id. § 501.142 (refunds by retailers); id. § 500.60 
(meats); id. § 500.90 (polystyrene); id. § 681.116 (pest control services); id. § 790.33 (firearms).  
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III. Article X, Section 24 of the Florida Constitution Does Not Prohibit the Legislature 
from Preempting Local Minimum Wages. 

Because the Legislature has constitutional authority to preempt municipal ordinances, as 

recognized by article VIII, section 2(b) of the Florida Constitution, Miami Beach must identify 

some other constitutional provision that takes this power to preempt local minimum wages away 

from the Legislature. Miami Beach relies on article X, section 24 of the Florida Constitution, 

which created a statewide minimum wage. Nothing in the Amendment prohibits preemption; the 

only text addressing preemption of higher minimum wages at all simply explains that “[t]his 

amendment”—that is, article X, section 24—“shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise 

limit the authority of the state legislature or other public body to adopt or enforce any other law, 

regulation, requirement, policy or standard that provides for payment of higher or supplemental 

wages or benefits.” Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const. Without explanation, Miami Beach asserts (at 15) 

that this language “empower[s] Florida public bodies to ‘adopt or enforce any other law . . . that 

provides for payment of higher or supplemental wages or benefits above a statewide minimum 

wage floor.” But that is not what the Amendment says; rather, it provides that the Amendment 

should not be construed as a prohibition on higher minimum wage requirements, whether 

enacted by the Legislature or any other public body. It provides nothing more, and certainly does 

not withdraw the Legislature’s authority to enact a separate statute to preempt local minimum 

wages, as it is authorized to do under article VIII, sections 1(f), 1(g), and 2(b). All of Miami 

Beach’s other arguments—and they are numerous—cannot make up for this basic textual 

deficiency. 
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A. The Amendment’s Text Does Not Prohibit Statutory Preemption of Local 
Minimum Wages. 

As Miami Beach recognizes, “[a]ny inquiry into the proper interpretation of a 

constitutional provision must begin with an examination of that provision’s specific language,” 

Fla. Soc’y of Ophthalmology v. Fla. Optometric Ass’n, 489 So. 2d 1118, 1119 (Fla. 1986), and 

time and again, it is the “specific language” that Miami Beach’s motion ignores. Miami Beach’s 

entire textual argument relies on subsection (f), a subsection that does not place any independent 

restrictions on the Legislature’s preemption authority. Rather, it provides guidance for the 

Amendment’s interpretation—specifying that it (1) should not be interpreted to require (or 

prohibit) implementing legislation, (2) should not be interpreted to prohibit the Legislature or 

any other public body from requiring a higher minimum wages, and (3) should be interpreted 

consistent with the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.  

1. The Amendment’s Reference to Preemption of Higher Minimum Wages 
Does Not Prohibit Statutory Preemption of Local Minimum Wages.  

As it did when it passed the Ordinance, Miami Beach here relies primarily upon 

subsection (f)’s fourth sentence. MSJ at 14. But that sentence does not say say that the 

Legislature cannot prohibit local governments from requiring higher or supplemental wages, nor 

does it say that other public bodies have an unqualified right to adopt such laws. Rather, it says 

that “[t]his amendment . . . shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of 

the state legislature or any other public body” to require a higher minimum wage. Art. X, § 24(f), 

Fla. Const. (emphasis added). This constitutional text is carefully worded to speak only as to 

whether “[t]his amendment” prohibits higher minimum wages—an issue not implicated by this 

case, which involves a separate statute preempting Miami Beach’s higher minimum wage. 

“[W]hen constitutional language is precise, its exact letter must be enforced.” Benjamin v. 
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Tandem Healthcare, Inc., 998 So. 2d 566, 570 (Fla. 2008). The plain, precise language of 

subsection (f) does not even hint at limiting the Legislature’s well-established power to preempt 

municipal regulations, which is explicitly recognized in article VIII, section 2(b) of the Florida 

Constitution and the numerous decisions discussed above. See supra pp. 10-11.  

Contrary to Miami Beach’s claim (at 15), understanding subsection (f)’s text as it reads 

does not “read[] that language into oblivion”; it just recognizes that the language answers a 

question not presented here. If the issue in this case were, Does the Amendment prohibit local 

minimum wages?, the fourth sentence would provide the answer: No, “[t]his amendment . . . 

shall not be construed  to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of . . . any . . . public body to 

adopt or enforce any other law . . . that provides for payment of higher or supplemental wages.” 

Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const. But the fact that the language answers a question not presented here 

does not make it superfluous. 

This reading also does not impair the purpose of the Amendment. The Amendment’s 

purpose is to ensure that all Floridians receive a sufficient minimum wage, a purpose that the 

Amendment itself implemented by creating a minimum wage of $6.15 and establishing an 

automatic procedure for it to be updated to account for inflation. Art. X, § 24(a), (c). To use 

Miami Beach’s words, the Amendment is a “a self-contained package that delineates with 

specificity the intended minimum wage paradigm.” MSJ at 21. While creating an inflation-

adjusted statewide minimum wage was part of that carefully delineated paradigm, preempting 

local minimum wages was not. 

Lacking any textual basis for its reading, Miami Beach appeals (at 15) to liberal 

construction, implying that such a liberal construction would allow the Court to rewrite the text 

to prohibit preemption of local minimum wages. But courts “are not permitted to tack additional 
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words onto a [provision] for the purpose of aiding a liberal construction.” Lindsay v. Allstate Ins. 

Co., 561 So. 2d 427, 428 (Fla. 3d DCA 1990); see also State v. Taylor, 9 So. 2d 708, 709 (Fla. 

1942) (“in applying a liberal construction a court is not required to give words a forced meaning 

nor authorized to extend the scope of plain unambiguous provisions of a law”). In any event, 

there is no justification for a liberal construction here, where the plain language is clear. It is a 

“foundational principle[]” that “‘[a]mbiguity is an absolute prerequisite to judicial construction 

and when constitutional language is precise, its exact letter must be enforced.’” Benjamin, 998 

So. 2d at 570; cf. Fla. Ins. Guar. Ass’n v. Mendoza, 193 So. 3d 940, 944 (Fla. 3d DCA 2016) 

(“Yet we need not employ a statutory rule of construction—liberal or strict—in this case because 

the plain language of the relevant statutory provisions is apparent . . . .”).  

Pointing to Society of Ophthalmology’s invocation of a “living” constitution is also no 

help. See MSJ at 17. The issue there was whether the governor had just seven days to veto 

legislation presented after the legislative session’s end—the default period under the provision at 

issue—or thirty days, which applied when the Legislature adjourned during the seven-day 

period. Although the supreme court recognized the general rule that constitutional text “should 

speak for itself,” applying the seven-day deadline would have “clash[ed] irreconcilably with the 

[provision’s] obvious purpose,” the drafting history, and the Governor’s “established 

construction,” which was owed deference “unless manifestly erroneous.” 489 So. 2d at 1119-21. 

For those reasons, the court held that the governor’s veto power extended to thirty days for 

legislation presented post-session, despite the textual difficulties.  

In the three decades since it decided Society of Ophthalmologists, the court has not once 

used the “living constitution” rationale to disregard the plain text, as Miami Beach asks here; 

rather it has “enforced” the “exact letter” of “precise” constitutional text. Benjamin, 998 So. 2d at 
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570. In any event, the considerations that justified a liberal interpretation in Society of 

Ophthalmology are absent here. First, applying the Amendment as articulated in the text is 

consistent with the purpose set out in the ballot summary. Second, the Legislature, whose 

preemption authority Miami Beach challenges, has always viewed the Amendment as consistent 

with its preemption authority, as it chose to leave in place section 218.077’s preemption of 

minimum wages when it passed implementing legislation in 2005 and revisited the scope of the 

preemption in 2013. Indeed, no local government took the position that the Amendment 

preempts section 218.077 and passed a local minimum wage until Miami Beach did, more than a 

decade later.  

The timing of the Amendment’s adoption makes the case for supplying the missing 

language Miami Beach needs particularly weak here. As Miami Beach notes (at 18), the effort to 

pass the Amendment immediately followed the Legislature’s decision to prohibit local 

governments from passing their own higher minimum wages. Thus, it is not as if the 

Amendment’s supporters could not have anticipated that the Legislature might preempt local 

minimum wages; the Legislature had already done so. Yet, when the Amendment’s drafters 

chose to address preemption of minimum wages that exceeded the Amendment’s minimum 

wage, they chose not to include any language addressing the legislative preemption of local 

minimum wages already on the books. They chose only to state that the Amendment itself 

accomplished no such preemption. That choice can only be understood as leaving the question 

whether to have higher state or local minimum wages to the state legislature.  

Finally, Miami Beach’s suggestion (at 15-16) to read the Amendment in pari materia 

with article VIII, section 2(b) of the Florida Constitution does not do it any good. Yes, those 

provisions should be read together, but as explained above, supra pp. 10-11, article VIII, section 
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2(b), the statute implementing it (§ 166.021(1), Fla. Stat.), and the numerous cases construing it 

“specifically recognize[]” that “cities . . . have no authority to act in areas that the legislature has 

preempted.” Masone, 147 So. 3d at 495; Fla. Power Corp., 579 So. 2d at 107. Miami Beach’s 

reading would not “effectuate” article VII, section 2(b)’s purpose, see MSJ at 15; the City’s 

reading would defeat it. Reading the provisions in pari materia only underscores the 

Legislature’s power to preempt local minimum wages. 

2. Amendment Text That Does Not Discuss Preemption of Higher Minimum 
Wages Does Not Prohibit the Legislature from Preempting Them.  

When it passed the Ordinance, Miami Beach relied exclusively on the fourth sentence of 

subsection (f), which explicitly addresses preemption of higher minimum wages passed by other 

“public bod[ies],” such as Miami Beach. As just discussed, that language does not even raise a 

doubt as to the Legislature’s authority to preempt local minimum wages, much less eliminate 

that authority beyond a reasonable doubt. Now that it is facing a challenge to the Ordinance, 

Miami Beach argues that even if the text that actually references preemption of higher minimum 

wages does not prohibit legislative preemption, two other portions of subsection (f) that say 

nothing about wage-regulation preemption—references to the federal Fair Labor Standards Act 

(“FLSA”) and particular actions the Legislature might take to enhance wage protections—do. 

One would expect that if proponents were going to prohibit legislative preemption, they would 

have done so when discussing preemption of higher wages, not elsewhere, and indeed, these 

other portions of subsection (f) have no effect on the Legislature’s preemption authority. 

 First, Miami Beach relies (at 18-21) on subsection (f)’s indication that “[i]t is intended 

that case law, administrative interpretations, and other guiding standards developed under the 

federal FLSA shall guide the construction of this amendment and any implementing statutes or 
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regulations.” Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const. On its face, this language says nothing about whether 

the Legislature can preempt local minimum wages, and neither does the FLSA. 

 As Miami Beach acknowledges, the portion of the FLSA on which it relies is “strikingly 

similar,” MSJ at 20, to the Amendment’s language concerning preemption. The relevant FLSA 

section provides that “[n]o provision of [the FLSA] shall exclude noncompliance with any 

Federal or State law or municipal ordinance establishing a minimum wage higher than the 

minimum wage established under [the FLSA].” 29 U.S.C. § 218(a). Like the Amendment, the 

FLSA does not preempt local minimum wages, nor does it require the State to allow them. As 

the Eleventh Circuit has explained, the role of this savings clause is to “establish[] that the FLSA 

does not displace more protective state minimum wage and overtime laws.” See Calderone v. 

Scott, 838 F.3d 1101, 1105 (11th Cir. 2016). But that is not the same as requiring states to permit 

local governments to enact higher minimum wages. Indeed, if the FLSA prohibited the 

Legislature from preempting local minimum wages, Miami Beach could rely it to invalidate 

section 218.077 without having to advocate a strained interpretation of the Amendment.6 It has 

not, because it cannot. 

 Second, Miami Beach argues that because the Amendment only explicitly authorizes the 

Legislature to enact laws “appropriate for the implementation of this amendment,” art. X, 

§ 24(f), Fla. Const., laws that do not “increase the rights to which employees are entitled” are 

forbidden. See MSJ at 22-23. This argument, with its suggestion (at 21) that the Legislature is 

acting with “extra-constitutional power,” confuses federal constitutional principles with state 

ones. Whereas the “Federal Government is acknowledged by all to be one of enumerated 
                                           

6 Many states, like Florida, have similarly concluded that they can and should preempt 
local minimum wages. See, e.g., Ala. Code § 25-7-41(b); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 8-3-102(1)(g); Mich. 
Comp. L. § 123.1385. 
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powers” and, therefore, can exercise “only the powers granted to it,” Nat’l Fed. of Indep. Bus. v. 

Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566, 2577 (2012) (quotation marks omitted), under Florida’s Constitution 

the Legislature “may exercise any lawmaking power” that is not “clearly contrary to some 

express or necessarily implied prohibition found in the Constitution,” Abdool, 141 So. 3d at 541. 

Thus, the Legislature does not need subsection (f) to give it the authority to preempt minimum 

wages, as Miami Beach appears to assume; it just needs for the Amendment not to take that 

authority away.  

With the proper framework in mind,7 and reading the language in context, it is easy to see 

that the two sentences on which Miami Beach relies do not restrict legislative authority. Here is 

what subsection (f) says about the Legislature:  

Implementing legislation is not required in order to enforce this 
amendment. The state legislature may by statute establish 
additional remedies or fines for violations of this amendment, raise 
the applicable Minimum Wage rate, reduce the tip credit, or extend 
coverage of the Minimum Wage to employers or employees not 
covered by this amendment. The state legislature may by 
statute . . . adopt any measures appropriate for the implementation 
of this amendment. 

Art. X, § 24(f), Fla. Const. The first sentence explains that no implementing legislation is 

required, eliminating any argument opponents of a statewide minimum wage might make to a 
                                           

7 Miami Beach fails to cite any authority supporting the proposition that a constitutional 
provision explicitly listing an action the Legislature may take implies that the Legislature lacks 
any other authority. Because Florida constitutional law gives the Legislature all power not 
clearly prohibited by the Constitution, the canon of expressio unius est exclusion alterius “should 
be sparingly used in construing the constitution” and only with “great caution.” Taylor v. Dorsey, 
19 So. 2d 876, 881 (Fla. 1944); see also Hous. Opportunities Project v. SPV Realty, LC, --- So. 
3d ----, No. 3D15-1132, 2016 WL 7403656, at *2 & n.5 (Fla. 3d DCA Dec. 21, 2016) (warning 
that to use the canon in constitutional interpretation is to use it in a “dangerously over-expansive 
manner”). Notably, one of the cases Miami Beach cites used the ejusdem generis canon to 
narrow a constitutional amendment’s incursion on legislative authority. Graham v. Haridopolos, 
108 So. 3d 597, 605 (Fla. 2013).  
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court that additional legislation is required before employees would be entitled to receive 

subsection (c)’s minimum wage and subsection (d)’s protection from retaliation, or to obtain the 

remedies in subsection (e). Compare Williams v. Smith, 360 So. 2d 417 (Fla. 1978) (amendment 

requiring that State employees convicted of crime involving abuse of public trust forfeit their 

pensions unenforceable without implementing legislation) with Gray v. Bryant, 125 So. 2d 846 

(Fla. 1960) (determining that provision providing formula establishing the number of circuit 

judges is self-executing). The next two sentences make clear that, notwithstanding that there is 

no need for implementing legislation, the Legislature “may” nonetheless “adopt any measures 

appropriate for the implementation of this amendment,” with the first of those two sentences 

providing examples of such legislation. The Constitution tends to speak clearly with prohibitory 

language when it limits Legislative authority, e.g., art. III, § 11(a), Fla. Const. (“There shall be 

no special law or general law of local application pertaining to . . .”); id. art. III, § 13 (“No office 

shall be created the term of which shall exceed four years except as provided herein.”). Gray, on 

which Miami Beach relies (at 21), commanded that the “legislature shall provide” for one circuit 

judge for every 50,000 residents—a clear command that the Legislature do a particular thing that 

subsection (f) lacks. See 125 So. 2d at 849. Here, as in the rest of subsection (f), the 

Amendment’s drafters could have easily chosen language that would clearly limit the 

Legislature’s preemption authority, but they chose not to. Here again, that choice not to disturb 

legislative authority must be respected. 

B. The Ballot Summary Further Demonstrates What the Plain Text Shows: Voters 
Did Not Intend to Prohibit Preemption of Local Minimum Wage Ordinances.  

The plain language settles this issue, but the Amendment’s ballot summary provides 

further support, for it similarly said nothing about legislative preemption. Courts interpreting 
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constitutional provisions may “review the ballot summary, because it is indicative of voter 

intent.” Haridopolos, 108 So. 3d at 605. That is because it is the ballot summary, not the text of 

the provision, that actually appears on voters’ ballots. Cf. Armstrong, 773 So. 2d at 12-13.  

In Haridopolos, the Florida Supreme Court found that a ballot summary’s failure to 

reference withdrawal of a particular authority from the Legislature reinforced the Court’s textual 

conclusion that the amendment did not withdraw that authority. See id. at 605-06 (rejecting 

argument that constitutional provision transferred “control over every aspect of the universities” 

where neither constitutional text nor ballot summary suggested such an intent). As in 

Haridopolos, the ballot summary’s silence on preemption reinforces the textual conclusion that 

the Amendment does not affect the Legislature’s constitutional authority to preempt local 

regulation of wages. The ballot summary provided, in full: 

This amendment creates a Florida minimum wage covering all 
employees in the state covered by the federal minimum wage. The 
state minimum wage will start as $6.15 per hour six months after 
enactment, and thereafter be indexed to inflation each year. It 
provides for enforcement, including double damages for unpaid 
wages, attorney’s fees, and fines by the state. It forbids retaliation 
against employees for exercising this right. 

  
 In re Advisory Op. to Att’y Gen. re Fla. Minimum Wage Amendment, 880 So. 2d 636, 637 (Fla. 

2004). Although the summary disclosed that the Amendment would set a minimum wage, it said 

nothing about providing local governments carte blanche to set minimum wages above the 

statewide minimum wage without any Legislative oversight, as Miami Beach espouses here, nor 

did it mention local minimum wages at all. Rather, it mentioned only a single “Florida minimum 

wage covering all employees in the state covered by the federal minimum wage,” regardless 

where they work within the state. Id. (emphasis added). Thus, there is not even a hint in the 

summary that voters thought they were voting to enable a checkerboard of local wage regulation.  
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The absence of any language purporting to limit the Legislature’s regulatory authority is 

also significant because of what the sponsor said about the Amendment’s scope when seeking 

Florida Supreme Court approval for the Amendment to appear on the ballot. The Florida 

Supreme Court allows proposed amendments to reach the ballot only if they “identify those 

constitutional provisions that are substantially affected by the proposed amendments,” Advisory 

Op. to the Att’y Gen. re Amendment to Bar Gov’t from Treating People Differently Based on 

Race in Pub. Educ., 778 So. 2d 888, 893 (Fla. 2000), and has blocked a proposed amendment 

when its summary failed to advise voters that it “strip[ped] the legislature of its exclusive power 

to regulate” a particular subject matter. Advisory Op. to Att’y Gen. re Fish & Wildlife 

Conservation Comm’n, 705 So. 2d 1351, 1355 (Fla. 1998) (rejecting proposed amendment that 

combined two commissions and placed them outside the reach of legislative authority). To make 

clear that the ballot summary, which did not suggest any limitation on the Legislature’s ability to 

preempt local regulation (as provided in article VIII, sections 1(f), 1(g), and 2(b)) would satisfy 

judicial review, sponsor Floridians for All PAC informed the court that the “[t]he amendment 

has no effect on any provision in the current Florida Constitution.” Corr. Init. Br. of Sponsor 

Floridians for All PAC, In re Advisory Op. to Att’y Gen. re Fla. Minimum Wage Amendment, 

2004 WL 7081309, at *28 (Fla. June 18, 2004) (“FFA Br.”) (emphasis added). Instead, it 

explained, the “intent of the Amendment [is] to create a state minimum wage for employees 

covered by the federal minimum wage.” Id.; see also id. at *5 (identifying the Amendment’s 

“one unified purpose of creating a state minimum wage”). The sponsor should be taken at its 

word: the Amendment does not deprive the Legislature of the authority to preempt local 

minimum wages under article VIII. 
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C. Miami Beach’s Extra-Textual Arguments Cannot Alter the Plain Language and 
Generally Fail on Their Own Terms. 

To recap, nothing in the Amendment’s text comes close to stripping the Legislature of its 

constitutional authority to preempt local minimum wages; the ballot summary discloses no such 

intent; and the Amendment’s Sponsor told the Florida Supreme Court that the intent of the 

Amendment was merely to create an enforceable minimum wage with “no” effect on “any” 

existing constitutional provision. Miami Beach also points to evidence that, it concedes (at 17-

18), cannot be relevant unless it demonstrates that the text is ambiguous, a burden it has not 

carried. In any event, the evidence it points to does not persuade. 

 Miami Beach first points (at 7-8, 18) to testimony at a hearing it held from an employee 

of the National Employment Law Project. Notably, this is the only piece of evidence that Miami 

Beach cites that actually suggests the Amendment was intended to give cities the power to enact 

a higher wage, not just to avoid preempting such laws if the Legislature allowed them. That 

speaker, who was “very excited to support” Miami Beach’s minimum wage ordinance, claimed 

that her colleague had been the “lead drafter” of the Amendment more than a decade earlier, and 

that he had “intended as part of that constitutional amendment to give cities like the City of 

Miami Beach the right to enact local minimum wage that exceeds the state minimum wage.” 

MSJ Ex. E, at 6:11-16, 6:21-24. To start, the speaker did not explain how she had any personal 

knowledge of her colleague’s intent when he drafted the Amendment, nor how she even knows 

he was a drafter. That is reason enough to disregard the claim. See Airborne Freight Corp. v. 

Fleming Int’l Airways, Inc., 423 So. 2d 921, 923 (Fla. 3d DCA 1982) (disregarding at summary 

judgment testimony not based on personal knowledge). Setting aside that defect, there is no 

evidence that this “lead drafter” ever shared his intent with voters. The sponsor, Floridians for 
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All PAC (a different organization from the speaker’s), appears not to have shared this intent 

when it told the supreme court that the Amendment would have “no effect on any” constitutional 

provision and that its “intent” was only “to create a state minimum wage.” FFA Br., 2004 WL 

7081309, at *28. The “polestar of constitutional construction” is not undisclosed drafter intent, 

but rather “voter intent,” Benjamin, 998 So. 2d at 570, and if the voters never knew of this 

alleged intent, it can hardly be useful to the interpretive task at hand. See also Kehrlein v. City of 

Oakland, 172 Cal. Rptr. 111, 115 (Cal. Ct. App. 1981) (dismissing testimony of a California 

amendment’s co-drafter because it “reflects merely the personal view of one of the drafters rather 

than the understanding of the voters”). Moreover, the fact that these asserted views were publicly 

articulated a decade after the Amendment was adopted, and in the form of hearsay offered by a 

self-declared proponent of the Ordinance, provides ample reason to be skeptical. Cf. Blanchette 

v. Conn. Gen. Ins. Corp., 419 U.S. 102, 132 (1974) (“post-passage remarks of legislators, 

however explicit, cannot serve to change the legislative intent of Congress expressed before the 

Act’s passage”).  

 No more persuasive is the appearance of the phrase “repair the Florida wage floor” in the 

Initiative Financial Information Statement (MSJ Ex. C).8 That is the name of an article 

referenced in a footnote of the document. MSJ Ex. C, at 3 n.1. The footnoted text reads only that 

“[Floridians for All] argues that the current federal minimum wage has not been raised in six 

years, and that a person working full-time for the minimum wage cannot support a family in a 

decent way.” Id. at 3. Nothing in that text, or elsewhere in the document, suggests an intent to 

prohibit legislative preemption.  

                                           
8 This analysis is required by section 100.371(6), Florida Statutes.  
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 Finally, the City cites the timing of the Amendment, which suggests the Amendment was 

a response to the Legislature’s 2003 adoption of section 218.077. See MSJ at 17-18. As 

discussed above, however, the Amendment’s proponents’ approach was surgical, drafting the 

Amendment only to address the amount of the statewide minimum wage, not to deprive the 

Legislature of preemption authority. Had the drafters wanted to eliminate preemption, they easily 

could have done so by including an explicit statement to that effect. They did not, nor did they 

claim the Amendment would have such an effect, either in the ballot summary or in presenting 

the Amendment to the Supreme Court. Instead, as the sponsor told the court and the voters, the 

intent was merely to create a statewide minimum wage, which the Amendment does, and which 

the Legislature has codified into law. Nothing in the Amendment’s text or its history suggests 

that voters intended to prohibit legislative preemption. 

CONCLUSION 

 When voters passed article X, section 24 of the Florida Constitution, they intended to 

create a statewide minimum wage, not to override the Legislature’s already-enacted preemption 

of local minimum wages. None of Miami Beach’s numerous arguments demonstrates otherwise. 

Therefore, preempting local minimum wages under section 218.077, Florida Statutes, rests well 

within the Legislature’s authority under the Florida Constitution. Miami Beach’s motion to for 

summary judgment should be denied. 

 Respectfully Submitted, 

PAMELA JO BONDI 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
 
/s/ Jonathan L. Williams   
Jonathan L. Williams (FBN 117574) 
Deputy Solicitor General 
Office of the Attorney General 
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Administration to all counsel of record.  
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SECTION 24. Florida minimum wage.— 

(a) Public policy. All working Floridians are entitled to be paid a minimum wage that 
is sufficient to provide a decent and healthy life for them and their families, that protects their 
employers from unfair low-wage competition, and that does not force them to rely on taxpayer-
funded public services in order to avoid economic hardship. 

(b) Definitions. As used in this amendment, the terms “Employer,” “Employee” and 
“Wage” shall have the meanings established under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) 
and its implementing regulations. 

(c) Minimum wage. Employers shall pay Employees Wages no less than the 
Minimum Wage for all hours worked in Florida. Six months after enactment, the Minimum 
Wage shall be established at an hourly rate of $6.15. On September 30th of that year and on each 
following September 30th, the state Agency for Workforce Innovation shall calculate an adjusted 
Minimum Wage rate by increasing the current Minimum Wage rate by the rate of inflation 
during the twelve months prior to each September 1st using the consumer price index for urban 
wage earners and clerical workers, CPI-W, or a successor index as calculated by the United 
States Department of Labor. Each adjusted Minimum Wage rate calculated shall be published 
and take effect on the following January 1st. For tipped Employees meeting eligibility 
requirements for the tip credit under the FLSA, Employers may credit towards satisfaction of the 
Minimum Wage tips up to the amount of the allowable FLSA tip credit in 2003. 

(d) Retaliation prohibited. It shall be unlawful for an Employer or any other party to 
discriminate in any manner or take adverse action against any person in retaliation for exercising 
rights protected under this amendment. Rights protected under this amendment include, but are 
not limited to, the right to file a complaint or inform any person about any party’s alleged 
noncompliance with this amendment, and the right to inform any person of his or her potential 
rights under this amendment and to assist him or her in asserting such rights. 

(e) Enforcement. Persons aggrieved by a violation of this amendment may bring a 
civil action in a court of competent jurisdiction against an Employer or person violating this 
amendment and, upon prevailing, shall recover the full amount of any back wages unlawfully 
withheld plus the same amount as liquidated damages, and shall be awarded reasonable 
attorney’s fees and costs. In addition, they shall be entitled to such legal or equitable relief as 
may be appropriate to remedy the violation including, without limitation, reinstatement in 
employment and/or injunctive relief. Any Employer or other person found liable for willfully 
violating this amendment shall also be subject to a fine payable to the state in the amount of 
$1000.00 for each violation. The state attorney general or other official designated by the state 
legislature may also bring a civil action to enforce this amendment. Actions to enforce this 
amendment shall be subject to a statute of limitations of four years or, in the case of willful 
violations, five years. Such actions may be brought as a class action pursuant to Rule 1.220 of 
the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. 

(f) Additional legislation, implementation and construction. Implementing 
legislation is not required in order to enforce this amendment. The state legislature may by 



 

 

 

statute establish additional remedies or fines for violations of this amendment, raise the 
applicable Minimum Wage rate, reduce the tip credit, or extend coverage of the Minimum Wage 
to employers or employees not covered by this amendment. The state legislature may by statute 
or the state Agency for Workforce Innovation may by regulation adopt any measures appropriate 
for the implementation of this amendment. This amendment provides for payment of a minimum 
wage and shall not be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of the state 
legislature or any other public body to adopt or enforce any other law, regulation, requirement, 
policy or standard that provides for payment of higher or supplemental wages or benefits, or that 
extends such protections to employers or employees not covered by this amendment. It is 
intended that case law, administrative interpretations, and other guiding standards developed 
under the federal FLSA shall guide the construction of this amendment and any implementing 
statutes or regulations. 

(g) Severability. If any part of this amendment, or the application of this amendment 
to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this amendment, including the 
application of such part to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected by such a holding 
and shall continue in full force and effect. To this end, the parts of this amendment are severable. 
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CHAPTER 2003-87

Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 54

An act relating to local government; providing definitions; prohibiting
local governments from requiring employers to pay a minimum
wage other than a federal minimum wage; providing exceptions;
providing an effective date.

WHEREAS, promoting the economic growth and prosperity of its citizens
is among the most important responsibilities of the state, and

WHEREAS, this economic growth and prosperity depends upon maintain-
ing a stable business climate that will attract new employers to the state and
allow existing employers to grow, and

WHEREAS, with regard to worker wages, federal minimum wage provi-
sions strike the necessary balance between the interests of workers and
their employers, and

WHEREAS, allowing each local government to establish minimum wage
levels in their individual jurisdictions higher than those required by federal
law would threaten to drive businesses out of these communities and out of
the state in search of a more favorable and uniform business environment,
and

WHEREAS, higher minimum wage standards differing from one locale to
another would encourage residents to conduct their business in jurisdictions
where wage costs, and hence prices, are lower, and

WHEREAS, such artificial constraints would disrupt Florida’s economy
and threaten the public welfare, NOW, THEREFORE,

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. (1) As used in this section, the term:

(a) “Employee” means any natural person who is entitled under federal
law to receive a federal minimum wage.

(b) “Employer” means any person who is required under federal law to
pay a federal minimum wage to the person’s employees.

(c) “Employer contracting to provide goods or services for the political
subdivision” means a person contracting with the political subdivision to
provide goods or services to, for the benefit of, or on behalf of, the political
subdivision in exchange for valuable consideration, and includes a person
leasing or subleasing real property owned by the political subdivision.

(d) “Federal minimum wage” means a minimum wage required under
federal law, including the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as
amended, 29 U.S.C. ss. 201 et seq.

1
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(e) “Political subdivision” means a county, municipality, department,
commission, district, board, or other public body, whether corporate or oth-
erwise, created by or under state law.

(f) “Wage” means that compensation for employment to which any fed-
eral minimum wage applies.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (3), a political subdivision
may not establish, mandate, or otherwise require an employer to pay a
minimum wage, other than a federal minimum wage, or to apply a federal
minimum wage to wages exempt from a federal minimum wage.

(3) This section does not limit the authority of a political subdivision to
establish a minimum wage other than a federal minimum wage:

(a) For the employees of the political subdivision;

(b) For the employees of an employer contracting to provide goods or
services for the political subdivision, or for the employees of a subcontractor
of such an employer, under the terms of a contract with the political subdivi-
sion; or

(c) For the employees of an employer receiving a direct tax abatement or
subsidy from the political subdivision, as a condition of the direct tax abate-
ment or subsidy.

(4) If it is determined by the officer or agency responsible for distributing
federal funds to a political subdivision that compliance with this act would
prevent receipt of those federal funds, or would otherwise be inconsistent
with federal requirements pertaining to such funds, then this act shall not
apply, but only to the extent necessary to allow receipt of the federal funds
or to eliminate the inconsistency with such federal requirements.

Section 2. This act shall not prohibit a federally authorized and recog-
nized tribal government from establishing a minimum wage in excess of the
federal minimum wage for natural persons employed within any territory
over which the tribe has jurisdiction.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 4, 2003.

Filed in Office Secretary of State June 4, 2003.

Ch. 2003-87 LAWS OF FLORIDA Ch. 2003-87
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
(This document is based on the provisions contained in the legislation as of the latest date listed below.) 

 
BILL:  CS/SB 54 

SPONSOR:  Comprehensive Planning Committee, Senator Constantine and others 

SUBJECT:  Local Government 

DATE:  April 7, 2003 

 
 ANALYST  STAFF DIRECTOR  REFERENCE  ACTION 

1. Cooper  Yeatman  CP  Fav/CS 
2.        
3.        
4.        
5.        
6.        
 

I. Summary: 

This committee substitute prohibits the political subdivisions of the state from requiring 
employers to pay a minimum wage other than a federal minimum wage, or from requiring 
employers to apply a federal minimum wage to wages that are exempt under federal law. 
However, the committee substitute allows political subdivisions to establish a minimum wage for 
their employees, for employees of contractors and subcontractors under contract with the 
political subdivision, and for employees of employers receiving direct tax abatements or 
subsidies from the political subdivision. 
 
This committee substitute creates an unnumbered section of the Florida Statutes.  

II. Present Situation: 

Federal and State Minimum Wage Laws 
In 1938, the United States Congress enacted the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. 
ss. 201, et seq.). The federal act established an initial federal minimum wage of $0.25 per hour. 
During the 64-year history of the federal minimum wage, Congress has amended the minimum 
wage rate 25 times. In 1996, Congress increased the minimum wage from $4.25 per hour to 
$4.75 per hour, beginning October 1, 1996, and from $4.75 per hour to $5.15 per hour, beginning 
September 1, 1997. The federal minimum wage for all covered, nonexempt employees has 
remained at $5.15 per hour since 1997. The federal act includes several exemptions from the 
federal minimum wage, including:1 
 

                                                 
1 Section 13 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 29 U.S.C. s. 213; Wage and Hour Division, U.S. 
Department of Labor, Handy Reference Guide, at http://www.dol.gov/esa/regs/compliance/whd/hrg.htm#1. 

REVISED:                             
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• Executive, administrative, and professional employees (including teachers and academic 
administrative personnel in elementary and secondary schools), outside sales employees, 
and employees in certain computer-related occupations; 

• Employees in certain seasonal amusement or recreational establishments, employees in 
certain small newspapers, seamen employed on foreign vessels, employees engaged in 
fishing operations, and employees engaged in newspaper delivery; 

• Farm workers employed by anyone who used no more than 500 “man-days” of farm 
labor in any calendar quarter of the preceding calendar year; and 

• Causal babysitters and persons employed as companions for the elderly or infirm. 
 
Employers must also pay tipped employees (e.g., servers in restaurants) who customarily and 
regularly receive more than $30 per month in tips the federal minimum wage of $5.15 per hour. 
The employer, however, may account for tips received by a tipped employee as part of the wage 
rate, but must also pay the employee a base wage of at least $2.13 per hour.2 
 
The Wage and Hour Division of the United States Department of Labor enforces the federal Fair 
Labor Standards Act, including the federal minimum wage. 
 
According to the United States Department of Labor, Florida is one of seven states with no state 
minimum wage law.3 These other states are Alabama, Arizona, Louisiana, Mississippi, South 
Carolina, and Tennessee. Eleven states and the District of Columbia have minimum wage rates 
higher than the federal rate: Alaska, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington. Three states (Kansas, New 
Mexico, and Ohio) have minimum wage rates lower than the federal minimum wage. If an 
employee is subject to both a state and federal minimum wage law, the employee is entitled to 
the higher of the two minimum wages. 
 
National Living Wage Campaign 
The “living wage” campaign is a national effort seeking local governments to require that 
employers pay minimum wages in excess of the federal minimum wage. According to the 
Economic Policy Institute, a living wage is usually the wage a full-time worker would need in 
order to produce a family income ranging from 100 percent to 130 percent of the federal poverty 
level.4 The institute cites that the wage rates specified in living wage ordinances typically range 
between $6.25 and $12.00 per hour. By contrast, the Employment Policies Institute cites that 
living wage proponents seek wage rates between $13.62 and $19.27 per hour.5 One of the living 
wage proponents, the New Party, advocates wage rates between $6.50 and $7.50 per hour, 
together with health care benefits.6 The Association of Community Organizations for Reform 
Now (ACORN) reports that at least 103 local governments nationwide have adopted a living 

                                                 
2 Section 3(m) and (t) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 29 U.S.C. s. 203(m) and (t); Wage and Hour 
Division, supra, at n.1. 
3 U.S. Department of Labor, Minimum Wage Laws in the States, at http://www.dol.gov/esa/minwage/america.htm 
4 Economic Policy Institute, Living Wage: Facts at a Glance, at 
http://www.epinet.org/Issueguides/livingwage/livingwagefacts.html. 
5 Employment Policies Institute, What is the Living Wage?, at http://www.epionline.org/livingwage/lw_what.cfm . 
6 New Party, The Living Wage Campaign, at http://www.newparty.org/livwag/livwag.html. 
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wage ordinance, requiring employers that receive government contracts or public subsidies to 
pay a minimum wage higher than the federal minimum wage.7 
 
Local Living Wage Ordinances in Florida 
In Florida, the City of Miami Beach, and Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties have 
enacted ordinances addressing “living wages.”  
 
In May 1999, the Board of County Commissioners of Miami-Dade County enacted the county’s 
“living wage” ordinance, which requires the county government and certain of its service 
contractors and subcontractors to pay employees a living wage of no less than $8.56 per hour if 
employer-paid health care benefits are provided, or $9.81 per hour without health care benefits 
(s. 2-8.9, Code of Metropolitan Dade County, Florida). The ordinance covers the following 
categories of county service contracts valued at more than $100,000 per year: 
 

• Food preparation and/or distribution;  
• Security services;  
• Routine maintenance services such as custodial, cleaning, refuse removal, repair, 

refinishing, and recycling;  
• Clerical or other non-supervisory office work, whether temporary or permanent; 
• Transportation and parking services including airport and seaport services;  
• Printing and reproduction services; and 
• Landscaping, lawn, and/or agricultural services.  

 
In April 2001, the City of Miami Beach enacted a living wage ordinance similar to Miami-Dade 
County’s ordinance. The city’s ordinance requires the city and certain of the city’s service 
contractors with contracts valued at more than $100,000 per year, and their subcontractors, to 
pay employees a living wage of no less than $8.56 an hour if employer-paid health care benefits 
are provided, or no less than $9.81 without health care benefits, indexed annually (ss. 2-407–
2-409, Code of the City of Miami Beach, Florida). The city’s ordinance applies to similar 
categories of service contracts as the county’s ordinance, but also included park and public place 
maintenance. 
 
In October, 2002, Broward County enacted a living wage ordinance that requires pay of $9.47 
per hour for nearly 400 county employees starting in October 2003. It also will apply to 
employees of service-oriented companies that do more than $100,000 annually in business with 
the county ($10.82 without health benefits).8  
 
In February, 2003, Palm Beach County enacted a living wage ordinance that requires pay of 
$9.47 an hour plus health benefits for some county government workers and county-hired 
construction contractors.9 
 
At least seven other living wage campaigns have been identified in Florida: Alachua County, 
Gainesville, Tampa, Orlando, Jacksonville, South Miami, and Coral Gables.10 

                                                 
7 Asso. of Community Organizations for Reform Now, Victories, at http://www.acorn.org/acorn10/livingwage/ victories.htm. 
8 Miami Herald, October 10, 2002. 
9 Ft. Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, Feb. 26, 2003. 
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Power of Local Governments to Enact Minimum Wage Ordinances 
The federal Fair Labor Standards Act does not preempt state laws or municipal ordinances from 
establishing a higher minimum wage. See s. 18(a) of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 
1938, as amended, 29 U.S.C. s. 218: 
 

No provision of [the Fair Labor Standards Act] or of any order thereunder shall excuse 
noncompliance with any Federal or State law or municipal ordinance establishing a 
minimum wage higher than the minimum wage established under [the federal act]. 

 
In Florida, the State Constitution permits counties to enact ordinances that are not inconsistent 
with state law.11 The State Constitution also grants municipalities the power to enact ordinances 
on any subject that state law may address, except12: 
 

• The subjects of annexation, merger, and exercise of extraterritorial power; 
• Any subject expressly prohibited by the State Constitution; 
• Any subject expressly preempted to state or county government by the State Constitution 

or by law; or 
• Any subject preempted to a county under a county charter (s. 166.021(3), F.S.). 

 
If a conflict exits between a county ordinance and an ordinance of a municipality located within 
the county, in charter counties, the county charter would specify whether the county ordinance or 
the municipal ordinance prevails.13 In non-charter counties, the county ordinance does not apply 
in those municipalities with municipal ordinances that conflict with the county ordinance.14 
 
Florida has no state minimum wage. There is no current law that preempts local ordinances or 
that prohibits a local government in this state from establishing a minimum wage that exceeds 
the federal minimum wage. 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

Section 1 prohibits the political subdivisions of the state from requiring employers to pay a 
minimum rate of compensation for employment – a “minimum wage” – other than a federal 
minimum wage required under federal law, including the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 
1938, as amended (29 U.S.C. ss. 201, et seq.). This section also prohibits a political subdivision 
from requiring employers to apply a federal minimum wage to wages that are exempt from the 
minimum wage under federal law. These provisions apply to each “political subdivision,” which 
is defined as a county, municipality, department, commission, district, board, or other public 
body, whether corporate or otherwise, created by or under state law. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                         
10 Living Wage Resource Center, Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, Living Wage Campaigns 
Underway, at http://www.livingwagecampaign.org/pages/currentcampaigns.htm (last modified July 2002). 
11 Section 1(f) and (g), Art. VIII of the State Constitution; see also s. 125.01, F.S. 
12 Section 2(b), Art. VIII of the State Constitution. 
13 Section 1(g), Art. VIII of the State Constitution. 
14 Section 1(f), Art. VIII of the State Constitution. 
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However, these provisions do not limit the authority of a political subdivision to establish a 
minimum wage other than a federal minimum wage: 
 

• For employees of the political subdivision; 
• For employees of an employer (or employees of a subcontractor of the employer) 

contracting to provide goods or services for the political subdivision under the terms of a 
contract with the political subdivision; or 

• For employees of an employer receiving a direct tax abatement or subsidy from the 
political subdivision, as a condition of the abatement or subsidy. 

 
In addition, the act will not apply if it is determined that compliance with this act would prevent 
receipt of federal funds to a political subdivision. 
 
The following definitions are provided: 
 

• “Employee” means any natural person who is entitled under federal law to receive a 
federal minimum wage;  

• “Employer” means any person who is required under federal law to pay a federal 
minimum wage to the person’s employees; 

• “Employer contracting to provide goods or services for the political subdivision” means a 
person contracting with the political subdivision to provide goods or services to, for the 
benefit of, or on behalf of, the political subdivision in exchange for valuable 
consideration, and includes a person leasing or sub-leasing real property owned by the 
political subdivision; 

• "Federal minimum wage" means a minimum wage required under federal law, including 
the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 29 U.S.C. ss. 201 et seq; 

• "Political subdivision" means a county, municipality, department, commission, district, 
board, or other public body, whether corporate or otherwise, created by or under state 
law; and 

• “Wage” means that compensation for employment to which any federal minimum wage 
applies.  

 
Section 2 provides that this act does not prohibit a federally authorized and recognized tribal 
government from establishing a minimum wage in excess of the federal minimum wage for 
natural persons employed within any territory over which the tribe has jurisdiction. 
 
Section 3 provides that the committee substitute takes effect upon becoming a law. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 
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C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

V. Economic Impact and Fiscal Note: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

The committee substitute prevents an employer from being required to pay a minimum 
wage other than a federal minimum wage, or to apply a federal minimum wage to wages 
exempt from the minimum wage, except if the employer provides goods or services under 
contract with a political subdivision or receives a direct tax abatement or subsidy from a 
political subdivision. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

None. 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate staff analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s sponsor or the Florida Senate. 
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ORDINANCE NO.  2016-4020

AN ORDINANCE OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA, AMENDING CHAPTER 18 OF THE CITY CODE,

ENTITLED " BUSINESSES," BY ADDING ARTICLE XVII,  ENTITLED " CITY

MINIMUM LIVING WAGE," TO PROVIDE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF A CITY-

WIDE MINIMUM HOURLY WAGE; AND AMENDING CHAPTER 102 OF THE

CITY CODE,  ENTITLED " TAXATION,"  BY AMENDING SECTION 102- 371,

ENTITLED " APPLICATION PROCEDURES[,]" BY ADDING A SUBSECTION

ENTITLED "( J) COMPLIANCE WITH CITY MINIMUM LIVING WAGE" AND

PROVIDING FOR REPEALER,  SEVERABILITY,  CODIFICATION,  AND AN

EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, promoting the welfare of those who work within the City of Miami Beach is
one of the principle objectives of its municipal government; and

WHEREAS, the federal minimum wage is $ 7. 25 per hour, effective at that level since

July 24, 2009 and, after years of inaction by the United States Congress, it is time for cities and
states to lift families out of poverty and stimulate the economy by raising the minimum wage;
and

WHEREAS,  a January 2015 poll by Hart Research Associates found that 75% of

Americans ( including 92% of Democrats,  73% of Independents,  and 53% of Republicans)

supported a federal minimum wage increase to $ 12. 50 by 2020, which surpassed a February
2013 poll by the Pew Research Center finding that 71% of Americans supported a minimum

wage increase; and

WHEREAS, the Florida Constitution was amended in 2004, with the support of 71. 25%

of the popular vote, to establish a minimum wage in Florida higher than that required by federal
law; and

WHEREAS, that Amendment to the Florida Constitution explicitly stated as its public
policy that "[ a] II working Floridians are entitled to be paid a minimum wage that is sufficient to
provide a decent and healthy life for them and their families, that protects their employers from
unfair low-wage competition, and does not force them to rely on taxpayer-funded public services
in order to avoid economic hardship"; and

WHEREAS, that Amendment to the Florida Constitution explicitly stated that it " shall not
be construed to preempt or otherwise limit the authority of the state legislature or any other
public body to adopt or enforce any other law, regulation, requirement, policy or standard that
provides for payment of higher or supplemental wages or benefits"; and

WHEREAS, the poverty wage threshold for single adults providing only for themselves is
5. 00 per hour( or$ 10,400 per annum assuming 2, 080 hours worked per year); and

WHEREAS, poverty thresholds do not account for living costs beyond a very basic food
budget; the federal poverty measure does not take into consideration costs like child care and
health care that not only draw from one' s income, but also are determining factors in one' s
ability to work and to endure the potential hardships associated with balancing employment and
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other aspects of everyday life; and, further, poverty thresholds do not account for geographic
variation in the cost of essential household expenses; and

WHEREAS, the newer " Living Wage" model, an alternative measure of basic needs to
the poverty threshold, is a market-based approach that draws upon geographically specific
expenditure data related to a family' s likely minimum food, child care, health insurance, housing,
transportation, and other basic necessities (e. g. clothing, personal care items, etc.) costs; and

WHEREAS, the model draws on these cost elements and the rough effects of income

and payroll taxes to determine the minimum employment earnings necessary to meet a family' s
basic needs while also maintaining self-sufficiency; and

WHEREAS, the living wage in the State of Florida for single adults providing only for
themselves is $ 10. 94 per hour ( or $ 22, 755 per annum before taxes assuming 2, 080 hours
worked); and

WHEREAS, the living wage in Miami- Dade County for single adults providing only for
themselves is $ 11. 45 per hour ( or $ 23, 816 per annum before taxes assuming 2, 080 hours
worked); and

WHEREAS, the living wage for the cities of Miami- Fort Lauderdale- Pompano Beach,
Florida for single adults providing only for themselves is $ 11. 49 per hour( or $ 23,899 per annum

before taxes assuming 2,080 hours worked); and

WHEREAS, the minimum hourly wage in the State of Florida is $ 8.05, which is modified

annually based upon inflation and a cost of living formula; and

WHEREAS, the minimum hourly wage in the State of Florida was last increased on
January 1, 2015, but was not increased on January 1, 2016; and

WHEREAS, the City of Miami Beach is a longstanding municipal leader in ensuring the
utmost protection of the civil rights of its diverse and cosmopolitan population; and

WHEREAS, other culturally and economically diverse destination cities and counties
with large tourism industries — including San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago, Los Angeles, New
York, and the District of Columbia — have seen it fit to significantly increase their own minimum
wages to better serve their working class residents; and

WHEREAS, the weight of research on previous minimum wage increases shows that

raising the minimum wage has little or no adverse impact on employment and prices; to the
contrary, according to the Economic Policy Institute, raising the minimum wage will help the
economy at large, because workers' increased spending power will increase our nation' s gross
domestic product by about $33 billion and create approximately 140,000 jobs; and

WHEREAS, the City of Miami Beach is a vibrant multicultural community with significant
tourism,  service,  and hospitality industries that must be founded upon the fair and equal
treatment of the workforce; and

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Commission of the City of Miami Beach wish to ensure that
each person working within the City limits is paid a minimum living hourly wage.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT DULY ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COMMISSION OF
THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. ENACTMENT

That the Code of the City of Miami Beach be amended to add Sections 18- 920, 18- 921,
18-922, 18- 923, and 18-924, and that section 102- 371 be amended as follows:

CODE OF THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

CHAPTER 18— BUSINESSES

ARTICLE XVII. CITY MINIMUM LIVING WAGE

Sec. 18- 920.  Definitions.

For purposes of this Section, the following definitions apply:

The terms "Employer," "Employee," "Tipped Employee," and "Wage" shall have the meanings

established under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (" FLSA"), including its implementing
regulations.

Fair Labor Standards Act" or" FLSA" means the United States Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938, 29 U. S. C. $ 201 et seq., in force on the effective date of this chapter and as thereafter

amended.

State Minimum Wage Laws" means the Florida Minimum Wage Act, Fla. Stat. 448.01 et seq.,
in force on the effective date of this chapter and as thereafter amended, together with applicable
provisions of the Florida Constitution, Fla. Const. art. X, & 24.

Sec. 18-921. Minimum Hourly Living Wage.

Every Employer subject to the business tax receipt requirements of Article V of Chapter 102 of
this Code shall pay no less than the following Wages to each Employee for each hour of work
performed for that Employer while physically present within the geographic boundaries of the
City:

a) Beginning on ' •
tc 20, 2017

alums/    2018, the greater of: ( 1) the minimum hourly
Wage set by the State Minimum Wage Laws; (2) the minimum hourly Wage set by
Fair Labor Standards Act; or( 3) $ 10. 31 per hour.

b) Beginning on January 1, 2019, the greater of: ( 1) the minimum hourly
Wage set by the State Minimum Wage Laws; ( 2) the minimum hourly Wage set by
the Fair Labor Standards Act; or( 3) $ 11. 31 per hour.

c) Beginning on4urve40.1. 9 January 1. 2020, the qreater of: (1) the minimum hourly
Wage set by the State Minimum Wage Laws, ( 2) the minimum hourly Wage set by
the Fair Labor Standards Act; or( 3) $ 12. 31 per hour.

d) Beginning on4514449, 342243ao January 1, 2021, the greater of: ( 1) the minimum hourly

Wage set by the State Minimum Wage Laws, ( 2) the minimum hourly Wage set by
the Fair Labor Standards Act; or (3) $ 13. 31 per hour.
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Indexing. Beginning on January 1. 2022, and every year thereafter, the minimum
wage rate may, by resolution of the city commission, be indexed annually for inflation using the
Miami PMSA Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI- U) Miami/ Ft. Lauderdale,

issued by the U. S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics. Notwithstanding the
preceding, no annual index shall exceed three percent. The city commission may also, by
resolution, elect not to index the minimum wage rate in any particular year, if it determines it
would not be fiscally sound to implement same ( in a particular year). The determination to index
or not index) the living wage rate shall be considered annually during the city commission' s

review and approval of the city's annual operating budget.

In the event that the city commission has determined, in any particular fiscal year( or years), to

not index the living wage rate, and thereafter determines that making up all or any part of the
prior year's ( or years') unindexed percentage would not have an adverse fiscal impact upon the

city, then the city commission shall also have the right, but not the obligation, to cumulatively

index the living wage rate to " make- up" for any deficiencies in the prior year( or years) where
there was (were) no increase(s) ( the " catch up" election). The "catch- up" election must be
approved by resolution.

For Tipped Employees meeting eligibility requirements for the tip credit under the FLSA,
Employers may credit towards satisfaction of the Minimum Wage in Subsections (a)—(e) tips up

to the amount of the allowable FLSA tip credit.

Sec. 18- 922 Retaliation Prohibited.

It shall be unlawful for an Employer or any other party to discriminate in any manner or take
adverse action against any person in retaliation for exercising rights protected under this
ordinance. Rights protected under this ordinance include, but are not limited to, the right to file a

complaint or inform any person about any party's alleged noncompliance with this ordinance,

and the right to inform any person of his or her potential rights under this ordinance and to assist
him or her in asserting such rights.

Sec. 18- 923 Enforcement.

Persons aggrieved by a violation of this ordinance may bring a civil action in a court of
competent jurisdiction against an Employer or person violating this ordinance and, upon

prevailing, shall recover the full amount of any back wages unlawfully withheld plus
the same amount as liquidated damages, and shall be awarded reasonable

attorney's fees and costs. In addition, they shall be entitled to such legal or equitable relief as
may be appropriate to remedy the violation including, without limitation, reinstatement in
employment and/ or injunctive relief. Actions to enforce this ordinance shall be subject to a

statute of limitations of two years or, in the case of willful violations, three years.

Sec. 18- 924. Construction.

It is intended that case law. administrative interpretations. and other guiding standards
developed under the federal FLSA shall guide the construction of this Ordinance or any
implementing regulations.
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Sec. 18- 925.See Required Affidavit of Compliance.

In order to apply for, renew, or receive a transferred business tax receipt pursuant to City Code

Sec. 102, each business shall submit with their initial or renewal application an affidavit attesting
to compliance by that business with the provisions promulgated under Section 18- 921 of this
Article.  No business shall receive a business tax receipt unless the City receives such an
affidavit.

Sec. 18- 926.      4h License Denial, Revocation, or Suspension for Certain Offenses.

The City Manager, for good and sufficient cause, may deny an application for
any permit or license issued under this Code if, during the 5- year period prior to the date of the
application, the applicant has admitted guilt or liability or has been found guilty or liable in any
judicial or administrative proceeding of committing or attempting to commit a willful violation, or
two or more violations which do not include a willful violation, of the provisions promulgated

under this Article or under the State Minimum Wage Laws or the federal Fair Labor Standards

Act.

CHAPTER 102 - TAXATION

ARTICLE V- LOCAL BUSINESS TAX

Sec. 102- 371. - Application procedures.

i)    Compliance with City Minimum Living Wage.  No license shall be issued or granted to
any person to engage in any business named, identified, or encompassed by this article
unless that person or business' application includes an affidavit, legally binding upon the
person or business, attesting to that person or business' compliance with the City
Minimum Living Wage Ordinance, Chapter 18, Article XVII.

SECTION 2. REPEALER.

All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

SECTION 3. SEVERABILITY.

If any section,  sentence,  or phrase of this ordinance is held to be invalid or

unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, then said holding shall in no way affect
the validity of the remaining portions of this Chapter, Article, or Division of the Miami Beach City
Code.
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SECTION 4. CODIFICATION.

It is the intention of the Mayor and City Commission of the City of Miami Beach, and it is
hereby ordained that the provisions of this Ordinance shall be added to the Code of the City of
Miami Beach,  Florida.   If applicable, the sections of this Ordinance may be renumbered to
accomplish such intention, and the word `ordinance" may be changed to " section," " article," or

other appropriated word.

SECTION 5. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This Ordinance shall take effect ten days after its passage

and adoption,

PASSED and ADOPTED this 8 day of  ..) Inh2 2016.
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